
 
 

 
HOW TO SCORE CLUB POINTS 

AS AT 01/07/13 FOR THE MOOLOOLABA GAME FISHING CLUB 
 
 
 
1. Financial members only can score points. 

 
2. Whether a fish is tagged or captured a capture form, activity sheet and or tag card correctly filled out    

and handed or posted to the Club Captain, is the only valid way of scoring points. 
 
3. Monthly capture forms, activity sheets and tag cards must be in the Club Captain’s possession by the 

7th of the following month if not those points will be recorded for the annual score only for fresh, 
beach, rock and estuary.  Game fishing section is by QGFA activity books. 

 
4. Capture forms and tag cards for the year whether they be for the month of June, or any outstanding 

forms not previously submitted must be in the Club Captain’s possession by the 15th  July, or those 
points WILL BE LOST. 

 
5. All record claim fish in the Game section must remain whole; any fish that is mutilated in any way 

must have an explanation in writing for the Club Captain to determine if the capture is legal.  (Refer 
to GFAA Game fish journal in record claims). 

 
6. G.F.A.A angling and equipment rules apply to all times. 

 
7. Heavy tackle zone starts at 150m depth, any line class in this zone less than 15 kg for tagging will 

score as 15 kg.  Point scoring is designed to accommodate species other than billfish that may 
be available over twelve months in this zone. 

 
8. Club fishing boundaries are between Lady Musgrove Island (North) to Tweed Heads (South).  All 

points scored outside of these boundaries go to members out of area trophy only.  No boat points 
will accrue for out of area points. 

 
9. Fish may be captured and weighed on any I.G.F.A. line class.  However, to score club points the fish 

must weigh the same or exceed the line class.  (e.g.  A fish caught on 6kg line must weigh 6kg or 
better).  Applies to game section only. 

 
10. Club rally days will be at the discretion of the Committee. 

 
11. On Club social fun fish weekends, (e.g. freshwater competitions, weekend beach fish), all points 

scored will go to the weekend competition for that particular event.  Any line class may be used, and 
any family of financial members will be eligible for prizes.  These prizes will be awarded at the 
following General Meeting of the Club.  However, only financial members (using the relevant legal 
tackle as outlined in the rules) will score points for the monthly and yearly point scores. 

 
12. For the Annual Club Champion Trophy, the member who wins must have scored points in all 

sections having the highest total points. 



 
 

13. Fly fishing, all rules and points apply as set out for each section.  The Annual Champion Fly 
Fisherman Trophy at the discretion of the Committee. 

 
14. Heavy Tackle Zone Point Score: 

 
Line 

Class 
Black 
Marlin 

Blue 
Marlin 

Striped 
Marlin Sailfish Broadbill Spearfish     Other 

15 kg 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 300 
24 kg 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 200 
37 kg 1500 1500 1500 1500       1500 1500 100 
60 kg 750 750 750 750 750 750 50 

 
15. Light Tackle Zone Point Score: 

 
Line 

Class 
Black 
Marlin 

Blue 
Marlin 

Striped 
Marlin Sailfish Broadbill Spearfish Other 

10 kg 600 600 600 600 600 600 50 
8 kg 750 750 750 750 750 750 50 
6 kg 900 900 900 900       900 900 50 
4 kg 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 50 

 
16. Boat points are only eligible if the fish are caught by any angler being a member of a Club affiliated 

with G.F.A.A, Q.G.F.A, or an I.G.F.A. member.   These points must also be scored within the 
Club’s fishing boundaries. 

 
17. Boat points can only accrue on one boat in any given season. Change of name to another 

vessel during the season will not be acceptable for one total of yearly point). 
 

17. Formula for all captured fish (Must be line class): FISH WEIGHT (KG) x FIGHTING FACTOR x 100               
DIVIDED BY LINE CLASS 

 

Species Fighting Factor 
Amberjack 1.5 
Barracuda 0.9 
Bigeye 1.5 
Yellowfin 1.5 
Longtail 1.5 
Cobia 1.5 
Mahi Mahi 1.5 
Billfish 1.5 
Mackerel 1.0 
Queenfish 1.5 
Wahoo 1.5 
Kingfish 1.5 
All other QGFA 0.8 

 
 


